Gladstone Camera Club
Nega ve Space
Award as many or as few as you like. Honour, Merit, Highly Commended and Accepted (or not) please see Judges Guide.
Please return judging to projected@gladstonecameraclub.org.au by 2 May 2022 if possible.
Title

Comment

Award

Nearly gone

Such a lovely idea. The single biscuit de nitely takes
your eyes to rest. Well handled against the black
background to emphasise the nega ve space, Clear
and sharp

Merit

Anchor

WOW! Striking red anchor against the aqua water.
Excellently seen, Sharp and well posi oned. Good
NegSpace

Honour

Another Brick in the Wall

Eyes are engaged on the lady in red against solid
black which leaves a sense of hopelessness. This is
where the nega ve space has impact… hence I
would have liked to see more of the lady and li the
shadows o her. You have cut o her hands. By
removing 30% of the wall both on le hand side and
top would have more impact. A great concept.

Highly
commended

Dodecagon

Great image of contras ng colours and originality. I
love the posi on and re ec on, but be mindful
when crea ng a re ec on as the image should
re ect opposites of what it is. Do you need this full
depth of eld? (Blurriness) Removing a third of the
background would improve.

Acceptance
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The author has seen the Neg. Space surrounding the Acceptance
Lilly, posi oning yourself well to capture. Its’
beau ful so pink colour stands out against the
green surrounding foliage. The blur in the
foreground poses a distrac on which can easily br
cropped out. Crop the image ghter to avoid the
distrac ng bokeh highlights. The author can also
consider inser ng a dark vigne e around the image.
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Lily

ti

Well named for this Neg Space image where the
Merit
bees control the full space. Good so ligh ng and
subdued background. Crop all round to get ghter in
to the bees will de nitely take this mark higher
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Buzzing Around
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Standing tall against the so blue sky, this rusty old
tank is well captured showing it’s textures and age.
Sharp throughout. Well seen. Perhaps showing the
full tower could be a stronger image
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Water tank
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Image

Merit
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Composi on for nega ve space is very central well
engaged however allowing more light onto the
tracks to lead your eyes through the darkness of the
tunnel would improve the image. Focus is very so .
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Tunnel Vision
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The feeling of desola on with this ONE tree standing Acceptance
tall. The conversion to Black and white strengthens
the concept of Neg. Space. Be cau ous on the postprocessing to maintain detail and sharpness. Crop at
lease one third of the image on the le and remove
the grey speckle (maybe water) in the foreground.
Remove the distrac ng so shadows across the level
of the tree. It makes the image look dirty.
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